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Abstract—A novel band-stop filter with wide upper pass-band
performance is proposed and discussed in this paper. This band-
stop filter includes two three-section transmission-line stubs and a
parallel coupled-line section. Because three-section transmission-line
stubs and coupled-line section are used, this filter not only features
good band-stop filtering property, but also has wide upper pass
band. In order to verify this new filter circuit structure and its
corresponding design theory, three groups of numerical examples are
demonstrated. Finally, two practical band-stop filters using common
microstrip technology are designed, simulated and measured. The
simulated and measured results indicate that both the coupled-line
section with weak coupling and two three-section stubs can improve
the upper pass-band performance. Furthermore, the measured results
of the second fabricated microstrip band-stop filter (Filter B) show
that the 20-dB insertion-loss band-stop bandwidth at 0.46 GHz is
90MHz and the 1.2-dB transmission coefficient upper pass band is
from 0.66GHz to 2.52GHz. Thus, the highest pass-band frequency is
extended to larger than five times of the operating center frequency of
stop band.

1. INTRODUCTION

Microstrip planar-circuit filters play an important role in the design
of microwave or RF sub systems. Recently, various filters with
different features [1–10] have been researched widely. As significant
circuit components in microwave systems, the band-stop filters are
usually used to reject undesired frequency band located within the
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useful pass band. Obviously, the conventional band-stop filter [1],
which is based on a quarter-wavelength open-circuit stub, has two
obvious disadvantages including narrow bandwidth and an upper
band-stop center frequency located at three times of the operating
center frequency in the fundamental stop band. On the one hand,
different bandwidth enhancement technologies for band-stop filters
have been investigated in [11–18]. For examples, a cross-coupled
general configuration is proposed to create a ripple and wide stop
band in [11]. Signal interference techniques are also applied to design
compact wideband band-stop filters in [12–14]. At the same time,
modified stubs are also researched to construct wideband band-stop
filters in [15, 16] while a multilayer broadside-coupled microstrip-slot-
microstrip structure in [17] is used to design a band-stop filter for ultra
wideband applications. In addition, multi-band band-stop filter has
been developed by using transversal coupling network in [18]. On the
other hand, narrow bandwidth band-stop filters are also improved by
using novel microstrip technologies. For examples, a U- and V-shaped
slot on the ground plane is developed to provide improved Q factors
in band-stop filters [19]. Furthermore, un-modifying the ground plane,
a novel defected microstrip structure by etching in-line open stubs is
proposed to design microstrip narrow band-stop filter in [20]. Note
that the above-mentioned band-stop filters [11–20] cannot overcome
the disadvantage of the repeating stop band at odd multiples of the
center frequency of fundamental stop band. In order to remove the
limitation of the second harmonic response in the conventional band-
stop filters, two-section stepped-impedance stubs [21, 22] and cross-
coupled stepped-impedance resonators [23] are proposed in the design
of band-stop filters with extended upper passbands.

Extended from the two-section stepped-impedance stubs in [21],
a three-section transmission-line stub with two parallel open-circuit
sub stubs and a direct-connected coupled-line section are proposed to
construct a novel band-stop filter with wide upper pass band. This
proposed circuit configuration has two main advantages, which are
compact circuit layout and avoiding implementation of extremely-
low characteristic impedance transmission lines. Because that this
proposed structure including coupled-line section is symmetrical,
the total external performances can be expressed by closed-form
mathematical expressions. For illustrating the effects of this proposed
three-section transmission-line stub, three kinds of examples for
band-stop filters with single-section, two-section, and three-section
stubs are designed, calculated, and compared. Their performance’s
comparison can emphasize the necessaries of three-section stubs in the
band-stop filters with wide upper pass band, as well as theoretical
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verifications. Finally, an ideal bandstop filter with normal operating
frequency (1 GHz) is designed, calculated, and discussed by using
lossless transmission-line and coupled-line models. The ideal upper 10-
dB return-loss pass-band can be extended to 5.39 GHz while the 20-dB
fractional bandwidth is about 20.41% (from 0.88 GHz to 1.08GHz).
Finally, an original band-stop filter (Filter A) and the modified one
(Filter B) operating at 0.5 GHz have been realized in geometry form
and simulated by using full-wave planar-circuit simulation tool. For
experimental verifications, Filter A and Filter B are fabricated by
using common microstrip technology. The measured results of the
fabricated Filter B show that the 10-dB fractional bandwidth is about
35.8% (from 0.39 GHz to 0.56GHz) while the measured upper 8-dB
return-loss pass-band bandwidth is from 0.66GHz to 2.57 GHz.

2. THE CIRCUIT STRUCTURE AND THEORY OF THE
PROPOSED BAND-STOP FILTER

According to the symmetrical network analysis results [1, 2, 6], the
network analysis of Figure 1 will be simplified by analyzing the one-
port networks shown in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b). In Figure 1 and
Figure 2, ZT is the defined real-value terminated impedance. Based on
the analysis theory [1, 2, 6], the input impedances Zine and Zino shown
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Figure 1. The proposed circuit structure of a novel band-stop filter.
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Figure 2. The equivalent simplified circuit structures of the coupled-
line band-stop filter with three-section transmission-line stubs under
even-mode, (a) or odd-mode, (b) excitations.

in Figure 2 can be expressed by

Zine =
Zins

(
−jZe

tan(θt)

)

Zins +
(
−jZe

tan(θt)

) , (1a)

Zino =
Zins(jZo tan(θt))
Zins + jZo tan(θt)

. (1b)

where

Zins1 =
−jZc

2 tan(θc)
, (2)

Zins2 = Zb
Zins1 + jZb tan(θb)
Zb + jZins1 tan(θb)

= jZb
2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc

2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)
, (3)

Zins = Zins3 = Za
Zins2 + jZa tan(θa)
Za + jZins2 tan(θa)

. (4)

For convenience, the input impedance Zins can be simplified as

Zins = jZa

(
Zb [2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc]
+Za tan(θa)[2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)]

)

(
Za[2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)]
−Zb tan(θa)[2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc]

) . (5)
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Therefore, the even-mode and odd-mode input impedances Zine and
Zino can be expressed as

Zine =

−j





ZeZaZb[2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc]
+ZeZ

2
a tan(θa)[2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)]

Za tan(θt)[2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)]
−Zb tan(θa) tan(θt)[2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc]









ZaZb[2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc]
+Z2

a tan(θa)[2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)]
Za[2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)]
−Zb tan(θa)[2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc]

− Ze

tan(θt)





, (6a)

Zino = j





ZbZaZo tan(θt)[2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc]
+Z2

aZo tan(θt) tan(θa)[2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)]
Za[2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)]
−Zb tan(θa)[2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc]









ZaZb[2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc]
+Z2

a tan(θa)[2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)]
Za[2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)]
−Zb tan(θa)[2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc]

+Zo tan(θt)





. (6b)

Then, the even-mode and odd-mode scattering parameters of this
proposed band-stop filter can be calculated by [1]

S11e =
Zine − ZT

Zine + ZT
, (7a)

S11o =
Zino − ZT

Zino + ZT
, (7b)

When the above Equations (1)–(7) are applied and the symmetrical
property is considered, the external scattering parameters can be
expressed by [1]

S11 = S22 =
S11e + S11o

2
, (8a)

S21 = S12 =
S11e − S11o

2
. (8b)

By combining (7) and (8), the mathematical expressions of scattering
parameters are

S11 =
ZineZino − Z2

T

(Zine + ZT )(Zino + ZT )
, (9a)

S21 =
(Zine − Zino)ZT

(Zine + ZT )(Zino + ZT )
. (9b)
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Obviously, there is a rigorous mathematical relationship that S21 = 0
at the operating frequency in ideal band-stop filters. Furthermore, the
following expression can be achieved from (9b):

Zine − Zino = 0. (10)

The final Equation (10) including the characteristic impedances and
electrical lengths is




ZeZaZb[2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc]
+ZeZ

2
a tan(θa)[2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)]

Zb tan(θa) tan(θt)[2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc]
−Za tan(θt)[2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)]





×





ZaZb[2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc]
+Z2

a tan(θa)[2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)]
Za[2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)]
−Zb tan(θa)[2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc]

+ Zo tan(θt)





=





ZaZb[2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc]
+Z2

a tan(θa)[2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)]
Za[2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)]
−Zb tan(θa)[2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc]

− Ze

tan(θt)





×





ZbZaZo tan(θt)[2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)− Zc]
+Z2

aZo tan(θt) tan(θa)[2Zb tan(θc) + Zc tan(θb)]
Za[2Zb tan(θc)+Zc tan(θb)]
−Zb tan(θa)[2Zb tan(θb) tan(θc)−Zc]





. (11)

Therefore, according to the analytical Equations (1)–(9), we can
calculate and analyze the external scattering parameters performance
(including magnitude and phase information) of this novel band-stop
filter. The band-stop performance at the operating frequency is
determined by the mathematical Equation (11).

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROPOSED
BAND-STOP FILTER

When the given theory of this proposed band-stop filters is considered,
many numerical examples of band-stop filters with single-, two-, or
three-section transmission-line stubs can be designed and calculated.
Here, twelve examples are presented to show the necessaries of three-
section stubs in the band-stop filters with wide upper pass band. Note
that all terminated impedance ZT of the following examples is equal
to 50 Ω.
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3.1. Band-stop Filter with Single-section Transmission-line
Stubs

As the conventional band-stop filter, the three-section stubs in the
proposed filter should be simplified as the single-section ones. The
mathematical relationships are Zs = Za = Zb = 0.5Zc and θs =
θa + θb + θc. The electrical parameters’ values of Filters A1–A4 are
given in Table 1. Based on these values, the ideal scattering parameters
can be calculated by using Equations (1)–(9), and their magnitude
responses are plotted in Figure 3. As shown in Figure 3, the band-stop
filtering characteristic appears regularly at 1 GHz, 3 GHz, 5 GHz and
so on. Therefore, the upper pass band of Filters A1–A4 are relatively
narrow. In addition, it can be seen from Figure 3(a) that Filter A1
has the widest 21.8-dB return-loss pass band, which is from 1.62 to
2.38GHz. However, the operating bandwidth at 1 GHz changes slightly
for all the Filters, A1–A4, as illustrated in Figure 3(b).

Table 1. The electrical parameters’ values for band-stop filters with
single-section stubs (ZT = 50 Ω, fo = 1 GHz).

Figures Example A1 Example A2 Example A3 Example A4
Zs(Ω) 50 60 50 60

Ze 100 100 120 120
Zo 70 70 80 80

θs (Degree) 90 90 90 90
θt 45 45 45 45
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Figure 3. The scattering parameters of Filters A1–A4.
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Table 2. The electrical parameters’ values for band-stop filters with
two-section stubs (ZT = 50 Ω, fo = 1 GHz).

Figures Example B1 Example B2 Example B3 Example B4
Zs(Ω) 100 100 120 130

Zc 60 50 60 30
Ze 110 110 70 70
Zo 75 75 44 44

θs (Degree) 35 35 35 29
θc 15 15 16 12
θt 45 45 45 46

3.2. Band-stop Filter with Two-section Transmission-line
Stubs

According to the design approach given in [21], two-section
transmission-line stubs are used to extend the upper pass band
for band-stop filters. In this section, our proposed three-section
transmission-line stubs can be reduced to two-section ones when Zs =
Za = Zb and θs = θa + θb are considered. In order to illustrate the
wide upper pass-band performance, four typical examples of band-
stop filters are designed. Their circuit parameters’ values are listed
in Table 2 while the corresponding scattering parameters are plotted
in Figure 4. As listed in Table 2, Filter B4 has the lowest and
highest characteristic impedances, corresponding to 30Ω and 130 Ω.
Meanwhile, the total electrical length of the used two-section stubs
in Filter B4 is shortest in these four examples. It can be observed
from Figure 4 that the upper 10-dB pass band of Filter B4 is from
2.25GHz to 5.11GHz. In the upper pass band of 2.25GHz to 5.11 GHz,
the transmission loss is smaller than 0.46 dB. Obviously, this proposed
three-section stubs are more general cases of the previous two-section
ones.

3.3. Band-stop Filter with Three-section Transmission-line
Stubs

Different from the above discussed eight examples including Filters
A1–A4 and B1–B4, these presented four examples such as Filters
C1–C4 combine a coupled-line section and two groups of three-
section transmission-line stubs. As typical examples, their electrical
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Figure 4. The scattering parameters of Filters B1–B4.

Table 3. The electrical parameters’ values for band-stop filters with
three-section stubs (ZT = 50 Ω, fo = 1GHz).

Figures Example C1 Example C2 Example C3 Example C4
Za(Ω) 100 120 120 138

Zb 111 60 95 120
Zc 40 39 33 31
Ze 100 72 70 67
Zo 66 41 50 58

θa (Degree) 33 26 16 19
θb 13 13 25 12
θc 11 12 10 11
θt 45 50 43 41

parameters’ values are given in Table 3 and the calculated scattering
parameters are shown in Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5, Filter C1 does
not perform wide upper pass band. It is very interesting that Filters
C2 and C3 have different pass band. The pass band of Filter C3 is
close to low-frequency band and the other one of Filter C2 is close to
high-frequency band. Fortunately, after careful tuning and modifying
the circuit parameters of the proposed band-stop filter, Filter C4 has
the widest 10-dB return-loss upper pass band, which is from 1.44 GHz
to 5.3 GHz. Note that the used characteristic impedances in Filter
C4 are available for the fabrication of common microstrip technology
based on common substrates.
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Figure 5. The scattering parameters of Filters C1–C4.
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Figure 6. The ideal scattering parameter performance of the final
example when the operating frequency is 1 GHz.

4. SIMULATED AND MEASURED EXAMPLES

In this section, two microstrip examples with the simulated and
measured results are illustrated to verify our proposed idea. These
two examples are originated from a typical one. This typical and ideal
filter has the following electrical parameters: ZT = 50 Ω, Za = 120Ω,
Zb = 50Ω, Zc = 34 Ω, Ze = 74 Ω, Zo = 52 Ω, θa = 25◦, θb = 10◦,
θc = 13◦, θt = 40◦. Based on the lossless transmission-line and
coupled-line models, the calculated scattering parameters are shown
in Figure 6. This ideal filter operates at 1 GHz. The 20-dB band-stop
fractional bandwidth is about 20.41% (0.88GHz–1.08 GHz). The low
10-dB return-loss pass band is from DC to 0.72GHz while the upper
10-dB return-loss pass band is from 1.51 GHz to 5.39 GHz.
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Figure 7. The physical dimension definition of the proposed
microstrip band-stop filter example.

In the following microstrip examples, a practical substrate with
the relative dielectric constant of 3.48 and the height of 0.762 mm is
applied. Figure 7 shows the physical dimension definition of the final
layout of these two fabricated band-stop filters. The operating center
frequency of these two fabricated band-stop filters is 0.5 GHz. The first
band-stop filter (Filter A) uses the following physical dimension values:
wS = 1.722mm, w1 = 1.138mm, w2 = 0.226mm, w3 = 1.722mm,
w4 = 3.048mm, S1 = 0.56mm, S2 = 2.84mm, L1 = 41 mm, L2 =
26mm, L3a = 10 mm, L3b = 8.475mm, L4a = 13 mm, L4b = 10.81mm,
LS = 19 mm. The second band-stop filter (Filter B) uses the modified
physical dimension values S1 = 4.04mm and S2 = 6.32mm, other
dimension values are the same as those of Filter A. Figure 8 shows the
practical photograph of the final fabricated microstrip Filter A and
Filter B.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. The photograph of the fabricated microstrip (a) Filter A,
and (b) Filter B.
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Figure 9. The simulated and
measured results of Filter A (the
operating frequency is 0.5 GHz).
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Figure 10. The simulated and
measured results of Filter B (the
operating frequency is 0.5 GHz).

The simulated results shown in both Figure 9 and Figure 10 are
accomplished by a full-wave simulation tool while the measurement is
performed by using Agilent N5230A network analyzer. As shown in
both Figure 9 and Figure 10, the full-wave simulated and measured
scattering parameters are in good agreement. The measured operating
stop band of Filter B is centered at 0.46GHz (ideal value is 0.5 GHz)
and the highest upper 8-dB return-loss pass-band frequency is 2.57 GHz
(5.58 times of the operating stop-band frequency 0.46 GHz). The
measured group-delay variation in the upper pass band of 0.8 to
2.6GHz is less than 0.75 ns, as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. The measured group-delay results of Filter A and Filter
B (the operating frequency is 0.5 GHz).

5. CONCLUSION

A novel circuit configuration is proposed to construct new kinds of
band-stop filters with wide upper pass band. This proposed circuit
configuration includes a coupled-line section and two three-section
transmission-line stubs. Twelve numerical examples are designed and
calculated for theoretical comparison and verifications. Furthermore,
a typical and ideal band-stop filter with wide upper pass band is
chosen to fabricate on the practical substrate in microstrip form.
Finally, a modified band-stop filter has good simulated and measured
results, indicating that our proposed idea is correct and significant.
It is necessary to point out that the complete design procedure for
this proposed band-stop filter is based on closed-form mathematical
expressions.
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